
 

Intermezzo Computer representationof number

Mathematically there are infinitely many real numbers but

computers can only work with a finite subset Thus
there are gaps between numbers in a amputee this
requires rounding The gaps around the number 1 is
machine epsilon Its size depends on the type of
number representation It's about 64bib
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Computer store numbers in binary format i.e with a
base of 2 instead of 10 A bit can have value 0,1
such that4,4 d
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So we only need to store the following
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double 64kt
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2.72 Nouns and condition numbers

We ask What consequence has a small perturbation error

in A orb on the solution of Axab

Can small changes in A ab potentially hate a

big influence on x If yes when

Manaberent A I bell f biff3
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thus The small change ab 0

13 has a

big influence on x

We consider thepuhubadsys.hn
ACxtbx btAbJ

where the perturbation DX is a consequenceofthe
ahs perturbation Db
We would like estimates like
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Natural questions How can we find kik and how
do they depend on A
What norms should we use

Solving a 2 2 linear system is computingthe intersection

of two lines This computation can be very sensitiveto

changes A hot jubed
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perturbation has a
TD large large influence

small effect on S of perturbations on S

well conditioned systems ill conditionedsystems

kEHAl A4 condition number of A


